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ABSTRACT: The stern boat deployment system was investigated to evaluate the capabilit}> of launching and reco

vering rigid hull inflatable boat (RHIB) via the stern ramp. The main parameteis to launch and recover RHIB were 

tested at the design stage. The combined hydrodynamic effecf of the stern wake and the water jet flow made it difficult to 

maintain the maneuvering and sea-keeping ability of RHIB approaching to the stern ramp. The safe recoveiy course 

was proposed to maintain the directional control of RHIB and to reduce the combined hydrodynamic effect in the 

transom zone. To evaluate Ihe feasibility! of RHIB recoveiy, the stern sill depth was measured in various conditions and 

the ramp availability time was obtained. Also, the experimental percent time operabilit}> (PTO) test was perfonned by 

the number of successive launching and recovering operations. 
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INTRODUCTION 

An oceangoing cutter integî ated system to launch and recover small boat is increasing to effectively complete theh missions 

in seaway instead of the ti-aditional side-davh system with smgle or dual falls. And, a rigid hull inflatable boat (RHIB) is 

integi'ally designed to deploy via a stem ramp and fit into a mother ship. After the late 1980's, the researches has been con

ducted to propose the various boat deployment system and design criteria, hi the nhd-1990's, U.S. Coast Guard has hhtiated to 

develop desigir criteria and evaluate stern deployment systems for the ships up to 120 m length. Even though several invest-

tigations associated to the stem launching and recovery system has been perfonned, those results have been protected to release 

to the pubhc. Sheinberg et al. (2001) visited seven vessels of vaiious sizes to detennhie the effectiveness of theh deployment 

systems. This investigation divided stem launching systems into üvo distmct types: the docldng weh and the ramp, and smaU 

boat supporting systems mto three ways: shape the ramp to suh the boat hull, provide fixed longitudinal supports for the hull, 

and provide a movable cradle. Shemberg et al. (2003) perfonned a woridwide assessment of vessels with stern deployment 

capability and detemuned theh design criteria and operating characteristics. No analytical and numerical approach has been 

applied in the design stage, and the design criteria for designers and engineers have not existed. They took dedicated effoits 

reviewing existing system evaluation methodology for stern deployment of RHIB and a fast response craft 
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(FRC) from various sizes of cutters, and provided tiiree criteria sets: tlie mother ship motion criteria, the relative motion of the 

stem ramp sill, and the ramp availability criterion. Clauss and I<Cauffeldt (2006) utilized the numerical approach based on the 

volume of fluid (VOF) and Reynolds Averaged Navier Stokes Equation (RANSE) to analyze local flow phenomena inside the 

dock and suggested the optimized dock shape. 

hi this study, the expeihnental investigation in the towing tank was performed to evaluate the capabhity launching and 

recoveihig RHIB via the stem ramp at the tt^ansom of the mother ship. The mother ship was propelled by the water-jet propul

sion system, and RHIB had an outboard engine diiven and a radio conttohed planning model. The experiments in the towing 

tank have been perfoimed with various ocean conditions: two sea states, two speeds of mother ship, and two wave dhections. 

The stem ramp utilized a downward hingmg stem gate and was integi-ally designed to be able to launch and recover RHIB 

during seagoing missions. The sea-keeping tests were conducted for the mother ship and RHIB including theh relative motion 

test at 5 different locations. The mam parameters of the stem deployment system that could significantly influence the ability to 

launch and recover RHIB safely such as the ramp sill depth, the ramp surface, the ramp shape, the capture mechanism, the ramp 

side and clearance, etc, have been tested at the design stage and modified to improve the abhity and safety of the stem boat de

ployment system. The combined hydrodynamic effect of the stem wake and wave and the water jet flow from the water-jet 

propulsion system of the mother ship made it difficuh to maintain the maneuvering and sea-keeping ability when RHIB 

approached to the stem ramp. The safe recovering course and the RHIB's recovery speed range were proposed to maintain the 

dhectional conttol of RHIB and to reduce the combined hydrodynamic effect near the mother ship stem. For the evaluation of 

the feasibility and operational effectiveness of launching and recoveiing RHIB, the relative vertical motion of the ramp sill was 

measured in a seaway and the period of time during the ramp shl immersed m the water, called the ramp avahability time, was 

obtained. Also, the expeihnental percent time operability (PTO) test of the number of successive launching and recoveiing ope

rations was carried out in the towing tanlc. 

K C G FAST PATROL SHIP 

It is essential of ship-deployed boats to perform the successive seagoing missions of Korean Coast Guard (KCG). KCG is 

building the 500 ton class fast pattol ship shown in Fig. 1 equipped the stem boat deployment system launching and recovering 

RHIB via the stem ramp that are mtegi-ally designed into the ttansom of the mother ship mstead of the ttaditional side-davh 

system. The patrol ship have four water-jets of which two buster water-jets are equipped to operate at the maximum speed (35 

knots) and RHIB is driven by two outboard engines (two 15QPS engines). Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 show body plans of KCG fast patrol 

vessel and RHIB. 

Sheinberg et al. (2003) categorized presently operathig stem deployment systems with vaiiations on anangement details 

into foui- stem ramp types: weU dock, frxed ramp, hinged ramp, and extended ramp. The extended stem ramp system was 

chosen for 500 ton class fast patrol ship of KCG as shown in Fig. 4. The stem ramp was designed to suh the shape of RHIB and 

have successive roUers on the 3 rails along the bottom of RHIB from the inside surface of the stem gate to reduce the friction on 

Fig. 1 Virtual reality image of KCG fast patrol vessel. Fig. 2 Body plan of KCG fast patrol vessel. 
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the shdmg surface. Tlie stem ramp gate was utilized the outward hinging door hydrauHcally powered. The ramp surface initially 

designed was supposed to suppoil; the bottom of RHIB stable sitting on the roller rail, but side rollers were not properly 

contacted to support the bottom of RHIB and the shaip fransom edge of RHIB was occasionally stuck between rollers and roller 

support. So, the height of side rollers increased to be able to support the bottom of RHIB and the space between rollers along 

rails was reduced to avoid the obstruction of the sharp ti-ansom edge jammed between rollers and roller support. 

Fig. 3 Body plan of RHIB. Fig. 4 Stem ramp on KCG fast patrol vessel. 

One of the most hnportant parameters of stem ramp operabihty is the stem sill depth variation which is the submerged depth 

at the aft end of the stem ramp. The stern shl depth variation determines tlie ramp avahability time to recover RHIB and go-

vems the probabhity of RHIB impacting on the ramp suiface dming the RHIB recovery. The stem siU depth was designed at 

0.6 m being same with the di'aft of RHIB, which allowed that RHIB could drive closer to the tiansom hi order to reach a winch 

cable to boat. Ramp slope is more hnportant to launching than to recovery. Ramp slope of 15° aided RHIB shding down to 

launch without any assistance. To recover RHIB, a deck hand or a winch operator passes the winch cable to the bowman on 

RHIB. It is expected to be able to launch RHIB m relatively high sea states, but the recovery is certainly Ihnited by the sea state 

and the cmising speed. I f the sea state is too high for the safe recoveiy, the mother ship would guide RHIB to cahner water to 

complete the recoveiy. The launclimg and recoveiy of RHIB would proceed in near nomial dhection to the wave crest (head or 

following seas). The launchhig procedure is that the bowman makes the quick release hook and RHIB shdes down the ramp 

and self-propels backward out of the ti'ansom. The recoveiy procedui-e is stiongly dependent on the ability of a coxswain who 

should decide the time RHIB approacliing to the stem ramp at the moment of the maximum siU depth. I f the coxswahi chooses 

the recoveiy moment, he accelerates RHIB into the opening stem gate and up to the ramp gate surface. Then, the winch cable is 

passed to the bowman who hooks h on RHIB, and RHIB is winched up the ramp to the stowed position. 

M O D E L TEST 

Experhnental test in model scale was canied out in the towing tank at Pusan National University, Busan, Republic of Korea, 

100 m long, 8 ?n wide, 3.5 m deep, and 7 ?n/s the maximum caniage speed. Muhi-dhectional regular and iiTegular waves can be 

generated by the snake type wave maker having 23 plungers, which can cover the fi'equency range Horn 0.5 to 3.0 Hz. The 

wave absorbing beach was installed to reduce the wave reflection at the end of towing tanlc. The model test was conducted 

using the 500 ton class fast patinl ship model as the mother ship and radio-coiiteoUed planmg model as RHIB. Hie overall 

length of the mother ship and RFHB are 62.2 m and 6.5 ?n, respectively, and principles are shown in Table 1. 

The model of the mother ship and RHIB was maiiufactiired by FRP at the scale ratio of 1:13 as shown hi Fig. 5. Test 

condhions was two speeds (5 biots and 8 bmts), two heading angles (0° and 180°), and two sea states (3 and 4). The mother 

ship was self-propeUed by two water jet propulsion systems which operated at 950 rpm and 1440 rp?n for 5 Imots and 8 hwfs, 

respectively, of cmising speeds to launch and recover RHIB. Duihig the tests in the towing tank, the mother slhp was allowed to 

freely heave, roll, and pitch motions. Because the towing carriage is allowed to ran on the stiaight rails, two wave dhections 

(heading and following seas) were tested. As the space on RHIB model was Ihnited to instaU two outboard engines, RHIB 
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Table 1 Principles of KCG 500 ton class fast patrol vessel. 

Loading condition Sea trial Full load 

LoA {tn) 62.2 62.2 

Lpp (w) 56.3 56.4 

L\VL ( ' " ) 56.3 56.4 

B {m) 9.1 9.1 

D (;«) 5 5 

Displacement {n?) 601.2 {w/B.K) 638.4 {w/B.K) 

LcB -8.70 % -8.69 % 

CB 0.425 0.451 

model was the radio-confoUed free-sailing model having one outboard engine driven by the brushless motor {\9QPS in frill 

scale) and directed by the servo motor, which were controlled by six-channel remote controller (6EXHP-PCM). Because of 

the condition of being limited in the towing tank, person who contioUed the Rff lB was standing on the towmg carriage, that is, 

he was looking at a camera view from the fast pafrol ship model. 

Fig. 5 Model of KCG 500 ton class fast patrol vessel and RHIB. 

Sea state 3 and 4 simulated the hregular waves using Bretschneider Spechiim Eq. (1) of which spechiim are shown m Fig. 6. 
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where co is the wave chcular frequency, the significant wave height, the modal wave period. 

Table 2 Wave spectmm variables. 

Sea state 
Spectrum parameters 

Sea state 
H,{m) T,n {s) 

3 0.88 7.5 

4 1.8 8.8 

The double-whed resistance-type wave gauge was used to measure the free surface elevation at a samplmg rate of 100 Hz, 

of which the total error of linearity, repeatability, and hysteresis was less than 0.5 % of maximum measurement range (20 cm) 

obtamed from repeated cahbrations. The 6-degi-ee of freedom ship maneuvermg test rig was employed to measure the 6-degree 

motion of the mother ship, of which enors were less than 1% of maximum measurement ranges (heave: ±30c/n, roU and pitch: 
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±45°, respectively) in each direction. Because the mother ship was towed by the towmg caniage to keep the dii-ection of head 

and following seas, its surging, swaying, yawing motions were not allowed. The 6-D motion optical fracldng system (RODYM 

DMM-6D) in Fig. 7 was uthized to obtam the motion of RFEEB propelled by the own outboard engine, which had the high 

accui'acy of 0.1 ?mn in each dhection. 
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Fig. 6 Wave spectmm for sea state 3 and 4. 
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Fig. 7 6-D motion optical fracking system 

(RODYM DMM-6D) on the towing caniage. 
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Fig. 8 Locations for RHIB relative motion test. 

The slhp motion tests were conducted with the mother ship alone and RHIB at five different positions (Fig. 8) where located 

four drfferent distances firom the stem gate and one position side of the mother ship to obtain the relative motion characteristics 

of RHIB influenced by the mother ship. The experhnents with the mother ship and RHIB launching from and recover to the 

stem ramp were performed with vaiious condhions combmed the test conditions mentioned above to detemhne the ramp oper

ability. The following data were obtained from the model test m the towmg tank: 

Tiiree degree of motions (heave, pitch, and roll) of mother ship at the center of gi-avity at the conditions of two speeds, two 

sea states, two wave dhections. 

Tlree degi'ee of motions (heave, pitch, and roll) of mother ship at the center of gi-avity with the 7 wave dhections at the zero 

speed and two sea states. 

Vertical acceleration at the stem gate sill which computed finm pitch and heave motions data. 

Stem sill depth vaiiations which computed fi-om pitch and heave motion data and the fi-ee surface elevation measured at the 

stem gate sill. 

Relative motion test of RHIB at the 5 different locations neai" the tiansom. 

Stem wave profile finm the stern siU. 

Launch and recoveiy time dui-ation more than 10 times for each case. 
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• Speed and course of RHIB leaving from and entering to the stem ramp. 

• Experimental PTO tests for each case. 

These model test results were used to verity the stem-ramp deployment ability of the mother ship and RHIB. which were 

compared with the suggested design criteria for the mother ship motion and the ramp availability time. Based on the model test 

results, also, the hydrodynamic phenomena combined the stem wake and wave and the water-jet flow at the tiansom area was 

mvestigated to mhhmize those hydrodynamic mfluences and keep the maneuvering and sea-keeping ability of RHIB diuhig 

launching and recoveihig processes. 

DESIGN CRITERIA FOR STERN DEPLOYMENT SYSTEM 

Three criteria were proposed to evaluate the perfoimance of stem-boat deployment system (Sheinberg et al., 2003). The first 

was the mother ship motion criteria, which are same with the side-davh deployment system. The second was the relative 

variation of the stem ramp sill in and out of the water, which was represented into the ramp availability criterion. The thhd was 

for the deployed boat and its capability to affect a successftil recoveiy onto the stem ramp of which criteria can be evaluated by 

model or ftiU scale test with inshiimentation on the smaU boat or the application of impact loads time-domain models. They 

puiposed the seven criteria (Table 3) for stem-ramp deployment system of which the mother ship motion-limiting criteria were 

adopted ft-oni side-davh boat deployment system (Minnick et al., 1999), the minimum average ramp availability time were 

obtained from the survey of ramp-equipped ships, and the relative sway and vertical motions at the ramp enh-ance was 

computed from the model tests, hi this stiidy, the lateral acceleration at the boat station and the sway at the ramp entiance are 

not included because the model test for the launching and recovery of RHIB would be carried out at near head or following seas. 

Table 3 Operational criteria for stern ramp deployment. 

Criterion Limit 

Roll motion 8.0° SSA 

Pitch motion 2.5° SSA 

Vertical acceleration at boat station 0.2 g 

Lateral acceleration at boat station 0.2 g 

Ramp availability time TRA= 5 s 

Relative vertical motion at the ramp entrance 1.20 m rms 

Sway at the ramp entrance 0.75 m rms 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

Sea-keepmg test of mother ship and RHIB 

Sea keeping test of the mother ship was conducted for seven wave dhections (shown in Fig. 9) with the 30° inteival fi'om 

the following sea (0°) to the heading sea (180°) at the zero speed condition. Fig. 10 shows the significant single amplitude (SSA) 

values of thi'ee motions (pitch, roU, and heave) for Sea State 3 and 4 with the fimction of wave dhections. The pitch motion 

SSAs from the motion test at zero speed satisfied the design criteria (2.5°) for five wave dhections (0°,60°,90°,150°,180°) in 

Sea State 3 and only one wave dhection (90°) in Sea State 4. 

Roll motion SSAs of sbc wave dhections except the beam sea (90°) condition were less than the limitation of criteria (8°) in 

Sea State 3 and four wave dhections (0°, 30°, 150°, 180°) were under the design criteria in Sea State 4. Even though this motion 

test was performed at the zero speeds, the sea-keepmg characteristics of the mother ship could be obtained. The motions of the 

mother ship alone cmising with 5 and 8 biots were measured at head and followmg sea conditions. SSA values of three 

motions (pitch, roU, and heave) are represented m Table 4 and 5. SSAs of all motions at 8 Imots are less than those at 5 hwts for 
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both wave du-ections. Because the motion tests were performed for the head and following seas, SSAs of the roll motion were 

veiy small. From the zero speed motion tests results, the roll motion would be expected to satisfy its criteria (8°) at wave 

directions of 0°, 30°, 150°, and 180° as shown in Fig. 10. 

Fig. 9 Definition of heading angle. 
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Fig. 10 SSA for motions in sea state 3 and 4. 
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Results of the pitch motion did not exceed the criteria (2.5°) in Sea State 3, but those were larger than the criteria in Sea 

State 4 for both speeds. Note that the pitch motion, the number m the parentheses, was decreased when the stem gate opened 

and the water jet operated, li might be caused by increasing the damping effect for the pitch motion resulted from the stem gate 

opening and the water jet operating. However, SSA values were still greater than its criteria. The vertical acceleration at the 

stern gate sill was computed by the cenh'al difference method using the vertical motion of the stem gate sill calculatmg from 

heave and pitch motions. Al l SSA values of the vertical acceleration at head and following sea conditions in Table 6 are under 

the criterion, 0.2 g, at the boat station. 

The motion test for RHIB alone and the RHIB relative motion test at five locations from the mother ship were canied out by 

the 6-D motion optical tiacking system (RODYM DMM-6D). Fig. 8 shows five locations where the RHIB relative motion test 

was performed for conditions of two Sea State (3 and 4), two speeds (5 and 8 knots), and two wave angles (head sea, 0°, and 

following sea, 180°). The results of the Rff lB relative motion test are presented m Table 7. 

Table 4 SSA for each motion at head sea condition ( ( ) : Results with water jet mnning and open stem gate). 

Sea state Speed {knots) Pitch (°) Ron (°) Heave {m) 

3 
5 2.29(2.00) 0.26 0.31 

3 
8 1.95(1.69) 0.25 0.27 

4 
5 4.20(3.27) 0.53 0.82 

4 
8 3.76(3.04) 0.42 0.74 

Table 5 SSA for each motion at following sea condition ( ( ) : Results with water jet mnning and open stem gate). 

Sea state Speed {hmts) Pitch (°) Roll (°) Heave (;«) 

3 
5 2.45(1.68) 0.28 0.31 

3 
8 2.10(1.53) 0.29 0.27 

4 
5 3.98(2.98) 0.35 0.74 

4 
8 3.77(2.83) 0.43 0.70 

Table 6 SSA for sill vertical acceleration. 

Sea state Speed {hwts) 
Vertical acceleration 

Sea state Speed {hwts) 
Head sea Following sea 

3 
5 0.056 g 0.047 g 

3 
8 0.074 g 0.064 g 

4 
5 0.068 g 0.068 g 

4 
8 0.075 g 0.081 g 

The poshion 1 is the location of the small boat deployment by the side davit system, and other 4 positions (2,3,4, and 5) are 

on the recovery course to the stern ramp. Because h was hard to keep the frxed poshion of RHIB due to the stiong water jet 

flow and the wave fluctiiation, the motion test in Sea State 4 was not performed to protect the sensors of optical tiacking system 

and the conti-ol system from wetting on them. In general, the heave motion m the following sea was larger than that hi the head 

sea, but the roh and pitch motions in the following sea were smaller than those m the head sea. That reason would be that the 

wave reduction by the shelter effect m the head sea caused to decrease the heave motion and the stionger turbulent flow due to 

the stem wake behind the mother ship in the head sea resuhed into larger pitch and roll motions than those in the following sea. 
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Because of the more tmhulent stern flow, the bigger stem wave, and the sti-onger water jet with faster speed (8 hwls), it is hard 

of RHTB to keep the dhectional conh'ol on the recoveiy course between two water jet flows. Tlie pictures of the relative motion 

test at position 3, Sea State 3 shows the difference of water jet flows between 5 and 8 hwts in Fig. 11. 

Table 7 SSA for each motion from relative motion test of RHIB. 

5 hwts in sea state 3 

Position 
Pitch {deg.) Roll {deg.) Heave {m) 

Position 
180° 0° 180° 0° 180° 0° 

1 3.21 1.81 1.65 2.01 0.47 0.68 

2 4.07 3.69 2.77 2.60 0.46 0.64 

3 2.11 2.04 1.65 1.81 0.51 0.53 

4 2.20 1.62 1.84 1.28 0.49 0.27 

5 2.28 2.06 1.65 1.15 0.48 0.33 

8 hwts in sea state 3 

Position 
Pitch {deg.) Roll {deg.) Heave {m) 

Position 
180° 0° 180° 0° 180° 0° 

1 ' 2.91 3.94 4.84 3.49 0.44 0.60 

2 2.86 4.1 4.50 3.05 0.39 0.62 

3 4.35 2.04 4.10 4.16 0.56 0.30 

4 3.79 2.18 4.34 3.16 0.50 0.35 

5 2.93 2.42 3.02 3.07 0.39 028 

5 hwts in sea state 4 

Position 
Pitch {deg.) RoU {deg.) Heave {m) 

Position 
180° 0° 180° 0° 180° 0° 

1 4.53 3.04 2.60 1.40 1.03 0.90 

2 4.39 4.93 3.38 2.79 1.00 1.02 

3 3.39 3.04 2.29 3.33 0.99 0.73 

4 3.45 2.60 2.41 2.30 0.92 0.99 

5 3.45 1.91 2.28 2.22 0.94 0.94 

(a) 5 hwts in sea state 3 at position 3. (b) 8 hwts in sea state 3 at position 3. 

Fig. 11 RHIB relative motion test at following sea. 
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Stern wake and water jet flow effect 

The water jet flow increased the resistance of RHIB and reduced its maneuveiing and sea-keeping abiUties. In addition, the 

pitch and heave motions of the mother ship resulted into the vertical fluctuation of both water jets which caused the hregular jet 

flow combined with the stern wake and wave. Because higher Sea State increased the mother ship motion and caused the larger 

vertical flucüiation of the water jet, the water jet flow would dishirb the RHIB rehrm to the stem ramp. I f RHIB would be 

dhectly hit by the water jet m the ah, RHIB could be capsized or severely damaged. RHIB requhed to overcome the additional 

resistance due to the water jet flow in the ttansom area. To minimize the addhional resistance resulting from the water jet flow, 

RHIB is recommended to access to the stem ramp through the nuddle of both water jets. Moreover, the stern wave was gene

rated behind the mother ship and represented in Fig. 12 with the distance fl-om the stem gate sih. When RHIB approached to the 

stern ramp, it met the zero up-crossing of the stem wave at approximately 8.5 m and 12 m locations for 5 hwts and 8 hwts, 

respectively, fi-om the stern ramp sih and the stem wave crest located at approximately 4 m and 5 m location for 5 Imots and 8 

hwts. Until the stem wave crest, RHIB would requhe more power to overcome the additional resistance to climb the stem wave 

slope. Because RHIB model passed though the stem wave by one 190 PS (in full scale) outboard engine, the frill scale RHIB 

having two 150 PS outboard engines would go through the stem wave and wake region. After passing the stem wave crest, 

RHIR was expected to increase its speed because of sliding down the stem wave slope of the maximum angle of 3.4° and 8.0° 

for 5 and 8 Imots, respectively, which helped RHIB reach to the stem ramp. However, a coxswain should carefully conti'ol 

RHIB having the extia speed increase at the down-crossing stem wave that may cause RHIB to hnpact on the stem ramp. 
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Fig. 12 Stem wave pattem from stem sill. 
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Stern sill depth variation 

Several criteria such as phch and roll motions, vertical acceleration, and so on, were suggested to categorize the safe perfor

mance of RHIB launchmg and recovery via the stem ramp. One of the most important criteria would be the stem siU depth va

riation, because h deteimined the ramp availability to avoid the dhect impact on the stem ramp duiing the recovery procedure. 

The stem sill depth was defmed as the vertical distance between the stem sill and the local water elevation to be poshive 

when the stem sih rose above the water surface (Dalzell, 2003). A fi-agment of the stem sill depth variation (?7 (̂0) is sket

ched in Fig. 13. 

The constant threshold, h, was set equal to the water depth over the stem sih with no-wave condition, also, same as the de

sign draft (0.6 m) of RHIB. There is no specific nile to determine the constant threshold (/?) to defme the ramp availability time. 

I f the stem sill emerged over the water, RHIB may have damage due to hitting on the stem shl. For the minimum sill depth to 

avoid hitting the RHIB on the stem gate during the recovei-y, the constant threshold was determined to be same with the di-aft of 
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RHTB on still water. Thus, i f the stem sill depth {rjji{i)) was positive, the stem sill was emerged over the water surface. The time 

durations that the stem sill depth exceeded zero and less than zero were denoted x+ and x., respectively. That is, the time 

dm'ation of x. was defined as the ramp availability time for the recoveiy. The stem sih depth variations for 100 seconds are shown 

in Fig. 14 for the head sea condition and Fig. 15 for the following sea condition, which are picked fiom ten frials of each condition. 

mi') 

h{0.6m) / 

T_ 

Initial Stem Sill Deptli 

\ 

Fig. 13 Defmhion sketch for stern sill depth. 

Initial siU 
depth (0.6in) 

(a) 5 hwts in sea state 3. 

20 40 60 80 
T(sec) 

(b) 8 hiots in sea state 3. 

40 60 
T(sec) 

(c) 5 hwts in sea state 4. (d) 8 hwts in sea state 4. 

Fig. 14 Stem sill depth variation in head sea. 

The percentage of ramp availability time obtamed finm all hials for each case is summarized in Table 8. In Sea State 3, the 

stern ramp was avaüable with 100% time durafion to recover RHIB for both speeds. However, the ramp availability time was 

reduced in higher Sea State and faster speed, hi the following sea, the percentage of ramp available time (96.9% and 96.4% for 

5 and 8 hwts, respectively) was larger than 91.8%) and 89.3%o for 5 and 8 hmts in the head sea. Also, the pattem of stem sill 
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variations in tlie following sea would be more regular and expectable than those in the head sea as shown in Fig. 14 and Fig. 15. 

That is, the recovery of RHIB can be preceded with the 100% ramp availability time m Sea State 3. In Sea State 4, the coxswain 

should carefully observe the stem ramp motion and determme the moment to recover RHIB. 

Table 8 Percentage of ramp availability time during RHIB recovery. 

Sea state Speed Qawts) 
Percentage of ramp availability time 

Sea state Speed Qawts) 
Head sea Following sea 

3 
5 100.0% 100.0% 

3 
8 100.0% 100.0% 

4 
5 91.8% 96.9% 

4 
8 89.3% 96.4% 

0.50 

0.00 h 

T (sec) T (sec) 

(c) 5 hiots in sea state 4. (d) 8 knots in sea state 4. 

Fig. 15 Stern sill depth variation in following sea. 

Time duration for launching and recoveiy 

The time duration of launching and recovery RHIB was measured for 10 hials for each condition and the resuhs of mean 

duration and standard deviation in fuU scale are summarized in Table 9. The recovery thne duration was defmed as spending 

time to complete the recovery after the recovery order at approximate distance 100 m (8 m in model tests) from the stem ramp. 

And, launching time duration was defmed as thne length for which RFHB went away from the stem wake zone and self-drove 
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after launchmg order. The launching procedure was completed within approximate 10 seconds fox all conditions. The recoveiy 

time dui-ation shows the approximate 10 seconds difference between 5 and 8 lamts for both Sea States. The reason is that, with 8 

hmts, the stronger water jet flow and the steeper stem wave increased the resistance of RHIB and reduced its maneuverability 

and sea-keepmg abilities during approaclhng to the stem ramp. From several recovery nhssions at 8 hmts in Sea State 4, RHIB 

was hh by the water jet and pushed away out of the recovery coui'se. Then, RHIB ftmred around and hied again to complete the 

recovery procedure which was resulted mto the relatively large standard deviation. Only two hials of recovery tests were 

succeeded within 30 seconds. 

Table 9 Time duration for RHIB launching and recovery ( l " number: in head sea, 2° number: in following sea). 

Sea State Speed (hiots) 
Recoveiy time duration(5) Launching time duration (s) 

Sea State Speed (hiots) 
Mean STDV Mean STDV 

3 
5 17.4, 17.7 2.4,2.7 7.3, 7.7 2.3,2.7 

3 
8 27.1,27.5 7.6, 11.6 8.1, 8.2 2.6,4.5 

4 
5 18.7, 20.6 1.9,3.0 5.0,6.3 1.3, 1.9 

4 
8 37.1,30.5 10.1, 17.8 N/A, 8.0 N/A, 1.4 

Launching and recovery courses 

The coordinate of RHIB was obtained by the optical tracldng system (RODYM DMM-6D) durmg the launching and re

coveiy procedure. The coordmate of launching and recovery coui'ses was averaged fi'om 10 tiials for each test condition and 

represented over the images of tiansom zone showing the stem wake and the water jet flow. Fig. 16 represents the launchhig 

(c) 5 hiots in sea state 4. 

Fig. 16 RHIB launching trajectory. 
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courses which went through between two water jet flows. When RHIB was released from the winch motor, h slid down on the 

rail and stuck by the displacement of its tiansom partly submerged under the water. Then, h self-propelled to reverse dhection 

through two water jet flows. The recovery courses are shown in Fig. 17 which RHIB drove through the stern wake zone be

tween tvvo water jet flows and approached to the stem ramp. When the mother ship ran with 8 hiols, ii shows the sti-ong water 

jet flows ejected from jet nozzles. 

(c) 5 knots in sea state 4. 

Fig. 17 RHIB recovery trajectory. 

Experimental PTO test 

The experimental percent thne operability (PTO) test was perfonned by 10 tiials for each condition varymg the wave dhec

tion, the speed, and Sea State. PTO test results are summarized in Table 10. From tests with 5 and 8 Imots in Sea State 3 and 5 

knots in Sea State 4, the launchmg and recovery test obtained 100% of success possibility. With 8 knots m Sea State 4, 80% and 

90% of recoveiy tiials successfiiUy completed m the head sea and the following sea, respectively. The reason is that the sti-ong 

Table 10 PTO test results. 

Sea State 
Speed 
(knots) 

Percentage of recovery success (%) Percentage of launching success (%) 
Sea State 

Speed 
(knots) 

Head sea Following sea Head sea Following sea 

3 
5 100 100 100 100 

3 
8 100 100 100 100 

4 
5 100 100 100 100 

4 
8 80 90 N/A 100 
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water jet was fluctuated by the mother strip and dishrrbed RlflB approaching to the stern ramp. Because the resistance of RHflB 

was increased to go tlirough water jet flows and go over the stem wave and the maneuvemg and sea-lceeping abilhies of Rlf lB 

were reduced by tmhulent flow witlirn the tiansom zone, h took longer thne duration to complete the recovery procedure. The 

experimental PTO test resuhs are reasonably agi-eed with the percentage of the ramp availability thne which was shown higher 

successful possibihty in the fohowing sea than in the head sea. 

CONCLUSION 

The expeihnental investigation was perfonned to test the stem ramp deployment system of KCG 500 ton class fast pati-ol 

ship with tln-ee evaluation categories. The fnst compared the motion characteristics of mother ship with suggested design 

criteria similar with the side-davh system criteria. The second was the stem ramp avahability criterion that was quantified with 

the stem sUl depth variation. The thhfl was proposed with the recovery course of RHIB approaching to the stem ramp which 

nunimized the combined hydrodynamic effect of the stem fiow and the water jet. The stem flow pattem depends on the propul

sion system type because the screw propeller and the water jet generate the different flow pattem with the velocity profiles and 

hirbulence sti-ength. The single sigihficant amplittide (SSA) of the pitch motion at the condhion of 5 hwts hi head and followmg 

sea on Sea State 4 was over the suggested design criterion. In these conditions, the launching and recovery test succeeded 100% 

from the PTO test without any difficulties. However, the recoveiy tiials were successfiil for 80% in head sea and 90% in follo

wing sea with 8 hiots in Sea State 4 even though the pitch motion SSAs were smaher than those of 5 hwts in Sea State 4. In 

addition, theh recovery time dm'ation was 10-20 seconds longer than 5 hwts rn Sea State 4 and the recovery procedm'es was 

more hazardous. The percentage of ramp availability time obtained from the stem sih depth variation reasonably agreed with 

PTO test results. The suggested design criteria was adapted from the side-davh deployment system, but the deployment mecha-

ihsm was not similar each other. Because the motion characteristics of the mother ship is hnportant to assess the stem ramp 

operation, the design criteria for the mother ship motion should be reviewed for the deployment via the stem ramp by surveying 

the motion characteristics of the weh-operating existing vessels equipped the stem deployment system and expanded experi

mental studies. When Rlf lB approached to the stem ramp, h experienced the resistance mcreasing and loosing the maneuvering 

and sea-keeping ability in the recoveiy course due to the combined hydrodynamic effect of the stem wake and wave and the 

water jet flow. Especially, the water jet fluctuating by the mother ship motion can give a serious damage to RHIB hi the ti'an

som zone in higher sea state. Rlf lB should overcome the additional resistance resulting fi'om the stern wave and the water jet 

and choose the recovery comse to maintain the dhectional conttol witlhn the sti'ong tirrbulent zone near the ti'ansom. To per

form the launch and recoveiy nhssion, the mother ship is recommended to cmise with speeds betiveen 3 and 6 hwts and RHIB 

with 6-12 hmts. This speed range can maintain the mother ship's course and slow enough for RHIB to mn away fi'oni the stern 

wake mrbulence zone immediately after launch. With cmising in this speed range, RHIB is able to be recovered the course 

between tow water jets in head or fohowing seas to 30° off the wave crest lines. The RHIB coxswain should choose the safe 

recoveiy course to minimize the combined hydi'o-dyiiamic effect and mamtain the dhectional conttol ability. He would decide 

the speed approaching to the stem ramp and the ramp available moment having the stern sill depth enough to recoveiy. That is, 

the successftil perfonnance of RHIB deployment depends gi'eatly on the coxswain's experience and proficiency that can under

stand the ocean envhomnent and the slhp's behavior. Hands-on simulation-based ttaining in a model basin would help the 

coxswain acquire the sldh to cope with the vaiious combined ocean conditions before facing the chaUenge in the real seaway. 
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